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INTRODUCTION

During the last few years new challenges and opportunities appeared on the
nuclear agenda, like tie improvement of the economic competitiveness, enhancing
radiation and waste safety, strengthening of the role of the public acceptance. It
seems that the future of the nuclear industry depends on several things. On the one
hand the scientific and technical development in the last decades worked up
sufficient nuclear safety and radiation protection, and nuclear methods are widely
used in the industry, agriculture and medical systems, as well. On the other hand
there are some other interesting questions, like Human Relations and the public
acceptance of the nuclear energy still lying ahead of us.

The Hungarian Youth for Nuclear (FINE) was established in 1998 as the
Hungarian branch of the Young Generation Network. Our purpose is to remove the
misbelieves and fears arisen around the nuclear techniques and mainly the nuclear
energetics and to answer the questions brought up by the Hungarian youth in this
topic. In this paper our experience what we have drawn with the help of our
programmes about the attitude and the knowledge of the youth is summarised.

Since 1998 we dici a wide range of activities:
• we wrote several articles for Hungarian newspapers,
• we translated the book of Bjom Wahlstrom, titled The Core and the Apple

Peel',
• we put up a Nuclear Tent on the Student Island Festivals in 1999 and 2000,
• we made our own web-site,
• our members took part on the COP4 and COP6,
• we had own section on the V. International Nuclear Technology Symposium,

held in Paks and
• our members were invited by the greens for a conference, called ,,Nuclear

energy - with or without it", held in Gyor, Hungary.
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It is known for ages, that young people are needed in nuclear energetics, but not only
for working, but for spreading of knowledge, as well. The young generation has to
take part in the improvement of the public acceptance of the nuclear energy.

THE PEPSI ISLAND

During this period the main activitiy of the Hungarian Youth for Nuclear was to put
up a Nuclear Information Tent on the Student Island Festival, the biggest entertaining
event in Central Europe. In 1999 it was already the 7th time b have this Student
Island festival organised for the youth of Hungary and other countries. It is already
traditional that hundred thousands of young people visit the festival on the Hajogyari-
island of Budapest to have fun together on this one week event. Among a lot of
concerts and cultural programmes several social organisations took the opportunity
to demonstrate their activities.

The idea of the Nuclear-tent was stolen from the greens, as a response of their
previous year activity. The Antinuclear-tent of the Antinuclear Workgroup of the E-
mission organisation presented a rich and spectacular programme - with a rather
unacceptable message. This was a challenge for us, so FINE decided that in the
spirit of fair communication we would make an attempt to show the other side of the
medal.

The aim of this paper is to outline the attitude and the knowledge of the youth we
experienced on the island in the last two years.

THE NUCLEAR-TENT ON THE PEPSI ISLAND

We were staying a week on the island each summer and during this period we
communicated with the youth in the language of young people. Our flag and our
presentations were adjusted to the atmosphere of the festival.

The nuclear tent in 1999.



...and in 2000

The visitors of the Nuclear-tent were asked to fill out a nuclear TOTO, they could
follow interesting demonstrations with a Geiger-Muller counter and they had
possibility to try a reactor simulator on PC. They were invited for discussions mainly
about questions connected to the TOTO. The allocated gifts, leaflets and books were
provided by the Paks NPP.

First year invited experts arrived from Paks every day to give lectures in our
Nuclear-tent. Originally we fixed the beginning of these lectures, but the islanders did
not bear any restriction so the experts had to tell their message every time when a
new group came together in front of the tent. Finally we can say that this obligate
solution was more enjoyable not only for the lecturers, but for the audience as well.
This situation provided better conditions to develop personal contact. We learned the
lesson and the second year we did not invite any experts for lectures, but we tried to
present the interesting things ourselves. We tried to communicate with the youth in
their language.

The nuclear cap:
..Everybody is radioactive"

E - Fiatabk a F

The label of the Nuclear-tent



We made some special event
on the island every year, as
well. In 1999 the culmination of
our programmes was a public
debate held on one of the
biggest stage around. Three-
three members from the FINE
and from the Antinuclear
Workgroup were deputising the
opposite opinions. The debate
was moderated by Muller Peter
Sziami, one of the organisers
of the Student-Island, who is
also the leader of the most
famous Hungarian alternative

The pro-nuclear part of the debate... rock band.

Thanks to this and to the temper
ruffling topic the event attracted a lot
of curious person. A microphone was
ensured for the public to make this
discussion interactive for them. They
were asked to take part with
questions and also with comments.
The greens brought the same
arguments as usual and started to
attack the nuclear field. The pro-
nuclear part - in our opinion - gave
correct, clean and understandable
answers with simple and lifelike
examples. They admitted the danger
of the nuclear energy but emphasised
that it is for the protection of the
environment.

The audience could meet communicative style, which was unusual in Hungary
from nuclear experts. We did an effort to be free from scientific reasoning. Our funny
examples and clear style won the sympathy and the interest of the public. This
statement was proved by the vote, which was proposed by the moderator. He turned
to the audience to ask them to choose between two possibilities: if by some reason
the island would need an own energy source would they choose a nuclear or an
other kind of power plant. The result was 50 - 50%. We think that this was a real
success for us. From independent parts - such as the moderator - we got positive
feedback, too. They said that our winning is unambiguous.

and the audience



The next summer we built a C02
molecule from 800 balloons next to
our tent. The balloons represented

the 800 million tons of CO2
emission avoided every year in

Europe by the use of nuclear
energy.

The balloons at the Nuclear Tent...

After it we had the
opportunity to go up to the
Main Stage and tell some
words about the nuclear
energy and environment.

Large body of people was
listening to us when the
balloons were sent up.

... and in the air

THE PUBLIC OPINION ABOUT THE NUCLEAR ENERGY

Nowadays, it is very hard to decide what the portion of the nuclear energy
supporters in Hungary is. The surveys of the public opinion - carried out mainly by
the Paks NPP on small but representative samples - show that the questionnaires
must be compiled carefully. People can make contradiction to themselves more times
in one questionnaire. A good example: they agree, that the nuclear energy is
necessary, but they don't want to accept a new plant. If the site of the new NPP is
decided (for example in Paks) before this last question the portion of the supporting
can reach 70%.

This situation - we think - is the result of the consistent misinterpretation of the
media and of the incomprehensible scientific explanations of nuclear experts.
Additionally, in the schools physics is loosing its importance and this process affects
the nuclear topic, too.

The loss of genuineness and the lack of knowledge can be handled if we young
experts, in our language, try to teach and inform the youth in a clear and
understandable manner. We can raise some current questions, which can catch their
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brains. Then the further self-evident questions and concepts emerge from the raised
topic let us make a more exhaustive discussion about nuclear. The critical point is to
find the manner how we can have their interest.

We had some advantage because it was surprising for the visitors to see an
organization on the island, which stood up for atomic energy. We tried the push this
advantage to provoke the attention with a big colored 'Nuclear-tent label' painted on a
bed-sheet, a Geiger-Muller counter and with some simplified picture of different type
of reactors.

When the islanders realized the big radiation protection signs, painted on bed-
sheets as well, everybody thought that we were greens. Sometimes funny situations
occurred from this misunderstanding. Several people visited us with the intent to run
against the greens, then it was found out that they just missed the tent. Beyond the
vision it was very important to induce the visitors to spend at least twenty minutes
with us. Besides the gained information we offered a possibility to win. With the help
of the Paks NPP, the Hungarian Atomic Forum and the Hungarian Atomic Energy
Authority we could provide such high level prospects, leaflets and toys which were
able to attract the attention to the Nuclear-tent. At first we made a mistake and gave
these things to the people as a gift, but soon we had to recognize that this way we
could not reach our aim. So we got to the decision that led us to a better method from
many point of view.

We came up with a nuclear TOTO, which fitted the atmosphere of the Student
Island in style and in intonation. It was made such that it contained the topics that
were interesting for the islander's point of view. In connection with the questions we
could assess the knowledge of the participants as well.

Most of the visitors of the Nuclear-tent filled out our nuclear TOTO and the good
solutions were rewarded by different g'fts. The first prize was an educational book:
The Core and the Apple Peel' written by the Finnish expert Bjom Wahlstrom. The
book was translated into Hungarian by the members of the FINE. The most popular
gift was a small fluffy yellow chick which could be suck to the shoulder of the people.
Some of the islanders were not able to leave the tent without this tiny knick-knack.

The idea fulfilled our hopes, almost everybody was willing to fill out the TOTO who
recognized the Nuclear-tent. In 1999 about 350, in year 2000 more than 1500 TOTOs
were filled out by the visitors on the one week event.
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Nuclear
1. Is natural uranium radioactive?
Q Strongly (You should not approach it)
• Not so strongly
• Weakly (You can touch it)
• No

2. Which process produces energy in a nuclear power
plant?
O Nuclear explosion
Q Nuclear fusion
• Burning
Q Nuclear fission

3. How much coal do we have to burn if we want to
produce the same energy as we can get from the
complete splitting" of 1 kg uranium?
• 2600 kg
• 26.000 kg
Q 260.000 kg
• 2.6 million kg

4. Which emit the most greenhouse gases?
Q Nuclear power plants
O Fossil power plants
Q Transportation
• Fishing

5. How can Sweden replace the missing energy caused
by closing a nuclear reactor last year?
Q By Norwegian wind wh eels
Q From the electric network
Q By German solar power plants
• From Danish coal fired power stations

6. For how many years is the crude oil enough for the
world if the use will not change?
• 20 years
• 70 years
• 200 years
Q 700 years

7. Which of theses countries has the largest share of
nuclear energy in its energy production?
• USA
Q Ecuador
Q Great-Britain
Q France

8. Which has not happened at the Chernobyl accident?
Q Graphite fire
Q Vapour explosion
Q Gas explosion
D Nuclear explosion

TOTO
9. Who conducted the building of the first nuclear
reactor?
• Edward Teller
• Albert Einstein
• Enrico Fermi
Q Marie Curie

10. About how many people are not able to use
electricity in the world?
Q 5 million
Q 20 million
• 500 million
• 2 billion

11. Which fields use nuclear techniques?
• Archeology
Q Medical diagnostics
D Agriculture
Q All of these

12. Why is the core of the Earth so hot?
• Because of radioactive decay
Q Because of the fire of the hell
Q Because of gravitational waves
Q Because of nuclear fusion

13. Which is the most frequently used fuel for nuclear
power plants?
• Plutonium-dioxide
• Uranium-dioxide
Q Dihydrogen-oxide
Q Thorium-oxide

13+1. Put in ascending order according to the hazard
they cause!
D 8 hours flying by aeroplane
D 20 years living next to a nuclear power plant
D 1 day in a poorly ventilated cellar
• Visit all the Guano Apes concerts

13+2. How would You vote if there was a referendum
about building a new nuclear power plant in Your
country?
Q Yes
a No
• I would not vote
• I don't want to answer this question
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Moreover, we could experience with a surprise that if once somebody sat down

and started with the TOTO, then he/she also stayed and was curious about our
stories and our point of view. They questioned us mainly in connection with the
TOTO, but this way we had a good chance to explain a few important concept such
as the 'moderator' and the 'negative feedback'. We could introduce the role of the
nuclear energy in today's energy production and we spoke about the hazards in
comparison with other sources. We tried to make our audience perceive that
presently the alternative energy sources seem to be available only in limited amount.
We had discussion about the greenhouse effect and about the COP conferences. Of
course the greatest interest was still on the Chernobyl accident. At this point we
explained the main constructional-, social- and human factors. Through a simple
physical example we demonstrated the difference between the positive and the
negative feedback, too. We also focused on the difference of the various safety levels
of different \/pes of the reactors. Since the Student Island was organised just after
the Serbian war there were a lot of discussions about the depleted uranium and the
atom bomb. We emphasised the people working for nuclear energetics and we were
averse to the military use of nuclear techniques.

During the two weeks we spent on the Student Island in the two summers, almost
2000 TOTO was filled by the visitors of the Nuclear-tent. Since there were a lot of
people from the neighbourhood countries, we have TOTOs in English and in German
as well. And in 2000 we had TOTOs with three levels of difficulty.

This means that more than 2000 young people spent at least twenty minutes with
us, because usually more than one person was filling together each test. Probably
they didn't trust their knowledge. There was a young woman who returned each day
for an hour, to go deeply into the topic.

It can be said that the sample is small and not representative, because the people
who visited us are probably the more sensitive layer of the young generation for the
problems of the country and the world. But the result is suitable to draw some
conclusions and to get some feedback about our work.

EVALUATION OF THE TOTO

The TOTO contained 13+1 questions. These questions wanted to estimate the
knowledge of the youth in the nuclear field. There were questions about the operating
of reactors, radiation, radiation protection, accidents and energetics.

Our experiences showed that young people usually heard about the biggest
accidents but they were not clear about the causes and consequences. In the other
topics, the level of their knowledge was rather low or they had a lot of misbelieves
which could be worse in some cases. The following figures contain only the results of
the second year, because some of the questions have changed.



Which process produces energy in a nuclear
power plant?

Nuclear fission

Burning I 24

Nuclear fusion

Nuclear
explosion 15
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Acceptance
of the nuclear

energy is
heightening

with the
difficulty of
the TOTOs.

How would You vote if there was a referendum about building a new
nuclear power plant in Your country?

I don't want to answer
this question

I would not vote
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We chose the second question to measure the knowledge of the visitors, and
comparised it with the social acceptance of the nuclear energy. The results can be
seen on the 1. table.

Which process produces
energy in a nuclear power

plant?

Fusion

Fission

How would You vote if there
was a referendum...?

Yes

3%

53%

No

8%

35%

Table 1.: Knowledge of the visitors and acceptance of the nuclear energy

CONCLUSION

Despite of the fore-mentioned experiences, we found that the youth was very
open when they were addressed in their language. Since 15% of our visitors were
from abroad, we think that in the future it would make sense to invite some activists
of YGN organisations from other countries.
We could attract the attention with our demonstrations on the problems with the
nuclear energy. Several interviews were taken with us and were broadcast on TV and
radio channels. The Nuclear-tent also appeared in Internet news pages. It is
unambigous, that we have to continue our work, and besides the Nuclear Tent we
have to try to teach and inform the young people with some other ways, as well.
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